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WELCOME
Welcome back to Graduate Institute life!

We hope your winter break was restful and cheery. It’s been a year
like no other and some of us have not had the best introduction to
Geneva, given the pandemic. Hopefully, this packet will make that
process

a

little

easier.

This

packet

is

meant

to

give

you

various

resources on the Graduate Institute and in Geneva.

Sincerely,

GISA, the Feminist Collective, the Welfare Committee, and QISA

ASSEMBLED BY

Graduate Institute Student Association (GISA)
gisa@graduateinstitute.ch
mygisa.ch

The Feminist Collective
gisa.feministcollective@graduateinstitute.ch

Queer International Student Assembly (QISA)
gisa.qisa@graduateinstitute.ch
qisa-iheid.org

The Welfare Committee
gisa.welfare@graduateinstitute.ch
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GISA
The

Graduate Institute Student Association (GISA)

is tasked with being

the voice of and principal events organiser for the student body at the
Graduate Institute. In short,

GISA's mission is to make sure all students

have the richest student experience possible during their years in
Geneva.
Every student at the Graduate Institute is a member of GISA

and is

welcome to attend meetings, parties, and discussions, as well as run for a
position as either a Class Representative or a member of the six-person
Executive Board.

The members of GISA work together to:
Ensure academic concerns are adequately addressed
Offer a diverse array of social and cultural activities
Communicate

effectively

and

constantly

with

all

Institute

officials,

faculty and staff
Promote

student

exchange

as

much

as

possible

to

foster

a

fun,

collegial environment in and outside of the classroom.

GISA holds

weekly meetings where anyone can attend!

Join one to see

how we help represent and support you!

More information on GISA, including news and the Association's statutes,
may be found on their external website at
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ourgisa.com.

THE UNITED INITIATIVES
United Initiatives

was created in Fall Semester 2020 in cooperation with

the Feminist Collective, QISA, the Welfare Committee and GISA.

The

idea

is

to

provide

a

platform

for

the

many

initiatives

as

well

as

individual students to have an exchange on advocacy-related topics and
organise, use synergies, share experiences and brainstorm ideas. We want
to

strengthen the student body in its claims to the Institute and show the

political active united student body we have. Also to enable every student
that is interested to be part of our advocacy work (not just elected student
advocates).

We meet 2-3 times a semester.

Everyone interested is welcome to join!

We send all initiatives via mail and all students via GISA’s social media.

Main issues we advocate for:
Scholarships
Decolonizing the Curriculum
Comitée du Development Durable
Feminist Issues: Distribution of sanitary products / Creation of consent
Workshops
New working groups: Food precarity and mutual aid

How we work:

We

organise

in

working

groups

for

each

topic

-

the

meetings are thought of to give updates on the progresses and bring new
ideas of working groups and advocacy.

How to get involved:
gisa.feministcollective@graduateinstitute.ch
gisa.qisa@graduateinstitute.ch
gisa.welfare@graduateinstitute.ch

unitedinitiatives.slack.com
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CALENDAR
The three must-know annual events of the Graduate Institute are Geneva
Peace Week, Gender and Diversity Month, and International Women’s Day.

Geneva Peace Week
Geneva Peace Week

is a flagship initiative of the Geneva Peacebuilding

Platform in collaboration with the Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies (IHEID), among other organizations when, for a week,
members

of

the

international

professionals alike, can

peace

community,

both

students

attend presentations and workshops

and

on a wide

variety of topics

Geneva Peace Week emphasizes that each and every person, actor and
institution has

a role to play in building peace and resolving conflict.

It

recognizes that peacebuilding occurs in many different contexts and cuts
across disciplines and sectors. In this sense, Geneva Peace Week breaks
down professional silos in order to enable creative responses to violence,
exclusion and insecurity.

It usually takes place during the
at
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first full week of November

and is held

Maison de la Paix and Palais de Nations, if in person, or virtually.

Gender and Diversity Month
Every

year,

in

November,

Diversity Month.
Institute

faculty,

The

lend

the

Director
their

Graduate
of

voices

the
to

Institute

Graduate

the

Gender and

hosts

Institute,

construction

along

with

and

meaning

of

the

meaning

of

diversity in a series of thought-provoking articles.

The

Institute

diversity

and

and

GISA

workshops

hold

inclusiveness.

Students

proactively on diversity through

that

and

explore

student

initiatives

also

work

online and offline activities and events.

International Women's Day
International Women's Day

is

a

global

day,

held

on

March 8th,

celebrating the social, economic, cultural and political achievements of
women. The day also marks

a call to action

for accelerating gender

parity. Significant activity is witnessed worldwide as groups come together
to celebrate women's achievements or rally for women's equality.

At

the

Graduate

Institute,

student

initiatives,

such

as

the

Feminist

Collective, the Welfare Committee and the Gender, Peace and Security
Coalition, partner with GISA to host
and

promote

hosting

feminism.

The

events and talks

events and activities

Gender

Centre

often

also

to celebrate

contributes

by

to challenge our academic thinking regarding

feminism and the intersection of gender.
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INITIATIVES

Initiatives are a great way to meet people despite COVID and to be a part
of the Institute community. For more information, go to

ourgisa.com

under

Interests & Welfare.

What are student initiatives?
Student

initiatives

are

clubs,

or

student

organizations,

formed

and

coordinated by current IHEID students of any program and year. Some, like
Geneva International Model United Nations (GIMUN), are connected with
outside organizations. Others are organizations unique to IHEID.

How are student initiatives created and
funded?
Every year students who are inspired in a certain area can send a budget
request to GISA for funding for their own student initiative. This funding
can go towards events, websites, promotions, public relations, or anything
else a student might need to accomplish their organizational goals.

How can I join a student initiative?
Most

initiatives

have

their

page

at

the

GISA

website,

which

contains

contacts of its members. Feel free to visit any of these sites and discover
more about the opportunities presented to you at IHEID.
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What initiatives are there and how can I
contact them?
Afrique Student Association (ASA)
We are the association for students interested in African
issues at the Graduate Institute. It is open to all students,
irrespective of nationality, with a passion for the African
continent.

gisa.iheidafrique@graduateinstitute.ch

@ASAGeneve

@iheidafrique

L’Amicale des étudiantes et étudiants francophones (AMEF)
A

student-founded

initiative

linguistic

and

cultural

Institute.

The

main

diversity

activities

that

aims

within
we

and

propose

to

promote

beyond
are:

the

Public

Conferences, Francophone cafés/apéros, Film screenings,
Tandems.

gisa.amef@graduateinstitute.ch

@AmicaleIHEID

@amicale_des_francophones
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Bible Study Initiative
Our mission is to provide a space for finding out what the
Bible says about Jesus of Nazareth, thereby addressing the
most fundamental and urgent questions in life. It is a forum
for

sincere

inquiry

for

interested

students

from

all

backgrounds.

gisa.biblestudy@graduateinstitute.ch

@biblestudy.atiheid

Black Conversations (BC)
A student organization created by Black students for Black
students within Geneva. The primary aim is to provide a
safe space to facilitate Black thought. This organization
acts as a unifying platform for Black students to discuss
development,

unity,

social

status,

and

other

concerning Black people worldwide.

gisa.blackconversations@graduateinstitute.ch

Black Conversations
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@black_conversations

issues

hina and East Asia Studies Initiative (CEAS)

C

An open academic platform for those who research and
debate China and East Asia Studies, and thematic issues.

gisa.ceas@graduateinstitute.ch

@ceas.initiative

@ceas_iheid

ollaborate 4 Social Impact (C4SI)

C

An

experimental

education

program

which

challenges

students and young professionals to engage innovatively
with pressing issues. We aim to bring together individuals
from

a

diversity

technology,

of

disciplines,

international

affairs,

including
and

business,

international

development in response to real world problems.

c4si@justinnovate.org

@JustInnovate.org

@collaborate4socialimpact

justinnovate.org/c4si/
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ritical Theory Reading Group

C
We

offer

a

experiences

space
across

for

the

exchange

disciplines

and

of

ideas

backgrounds,

and

which

can be used to tackle contemporary issues and questions.

gisa.ctrg@graduateinstitute.ch

@criticaltheoryiheid

Environmental Committee
The

Environmental

Committee,

founded

in

2010,

is

the

students’ environmental association that brings together
students

interested

in

sustainability

and

environmental

issues to give voice to these issues within the Institute.

gisa.ec@graduateinstitute.ch
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@IHEIDEC

@environmental_committee

ec-iheid.org

@iheid_ec

Fair Internship Initiative (FII)
The Geneva branch of a youth-led initiative that advocates
for quality and accessible internships in the UN system and
other

international

organizations.

The

Fair

Internship

Initiative is a proud member and co-founder of the Global
Intern Coalition.

gisa.fiigeneva@graduateinstitute.ch

@FairInternshipInitiative

@fairinternshipinitiative

fairinternshipinitiative.org

The Feminist Collective
The Graduate Institute platform for student activism on
issues broadly linked to gender inequalities, both in our
university and outside.

gisa.feministcollective@graduateinstitute.ch

@FemCoIHEID

@feministcollective_iheid
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Gender, Peace, & Security Coalition (GPSC)
A student-run coalition committed to facilitating a space
for discussion about the way in which gender is or should
be conceptualized in the context of peace and security.

gisa.gpsc@graduateinstitute.ch

@IHEIDGPSC

@gpsc_iheid

Geneva Consulting Network
We

offer

affordable

management

consulting

to

international organizations, NGOs, and social enterprises
by

partnering

excellent

students

with

professional

consultants.

info@genevaconsulting.net
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@genevaconsultingnetwork

@genevaconsultingnetwork

genevaconsulting.net

@GenevaConsult

Geneva International Podcasting Initiative (Geneva Int’l)
Our

purpose

podcasting

and

and

vision

video

is

to

podcasting

promote
among

the

use

students

of
and

staff at our Institute (open to even students of UniGe).

gisa.podcast@graduateinstitute.ch

@genevaintl

@geneva_intl

Global Health Initiative
We provide a platform and a community for the IHEID
students

and

alumni

from

various

professional

and

educational backgrounds with an interest and passion for
global health topics, where different stakeholders come
together and collaborate on innovative projects related to
health.

gisa.ghi@graduateinstitute.ch

@GHstudentinitiative

@graduateinstitute_ghi
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The Graduate Press
The

graduate

student-run

publication

of

the

Graduate

Institute of International and Development Studies.

gisa.thegraduate@graduateinstitute.ch

@thegraduatepress

@thegraduatepress

thegraduatepress.org

@GraduatePress

@the-graduate-press

Graduation Party Committee
The student initiative in charge of organizing many of the
social events on campus!

gisa.graduation@graduateinstitute.ch
@gradpartyiheid
@gisa.gradcom
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@iheidgradparty

Human Rights, Conflict & Peace Initiative (HRCP)
We aim to increase the awareness of human rights and
conflict and peace related issues from across the globe.
Our objectives are to: Promote debates on human rights in
armed conflicts and post-conflict environments to foster
peace;

Advance

knowledge

among

students

at

The

Graduate Institute, Geneva on related issues; Create a
network

that

connects

students,

scholars,

practitioners,

and organizations interested in human rights and conflict
related matters

gisa.hrc@graduateinstitute.ch

@HRCPInitiative

@hrcpinitiative_iheid

IHEID Parents Initiative
IHEID Parent Committee seeks to represent and advocate
for

student

and

employee

parents

at

IHEID.

Our

key

objectives are the following but not limited to: 1) Creation
and maintenance of a IHEID with children guide. 2) We’d
like to make the Graduate Institute more family friendly by
hosting events for IHEID families. 3) Advocacy: we seek to
lobby

for

parents’

administration

in

interests
order

to

by

engaging

facilitate

with

upfront

the
and

transparent inter-dialogue. 4) Creation of family friendly
spaces. Check out the IHEID Parents Guide.

GISA.parentsintiative@graduateinstitute.ch

@iheidparentinitiative

@iheidparentinitiative
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Initiative for Detainees (ID)
A student led initiative assuming to maintain links between
prisoners

and

the

outside

world.

Our

work

is

broadly

aligned along two branches: Local branch where we link
the detainees with their immediate outside environment
and international advocacy where we aim at engaging
with the International Geneva community, as well as the
Genevan student community, around the issue of detention
conditions around the World.

gisa.initiativesfordetainees@graduateinstitute.ch

@InitiativeForDetainees

Junior Diplomat Initiative (JDI)
Our

main

aim

is

to

create

a

platform

enabling

the

students of the Graduate Institute of International and
Development
knowledge

Studies

with

the

to

real

confront

practice

of

their
the

theoretical

contemporary

world of diplomacy.

juniordiplomatinitiative@graduateinstitute.ch

@jdiswitzerland

Jdi-switzerland.weebly.com
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@jdi_geneve

@JDI_Switzerland

Lafayette Society
We are the first student initiative to hold such discussions
on philosophy and its influence over 21st-century policy. In
the spirit of Marquis de Lafayette, the Lafayette Society
will explore the moral & historical foundations of liberal
democracies

around

the

world,

and

embrace

with

optimism the chaos and uncertainty that we find ourselves
in today.

gisa.lafayette@iheid.ch

@LafayetteIHEID

Latin American Network Initiative (LANI)
A

student-run

initiative

created

in

2013

by

a

group

of

students of the Graduate Institute of International and
Development Studies (IHEID) to promote the presence of
Latin America through academic, social, and professional
activities within IHEID.

gisa.lani@graduateinstitute.ch

@lani.iheid

@lani_iheid

https://laniiheid.wordpress.com/
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MentorEd
We

aim

to

engage

students

of

IHEID

in

discourses

associated with education as well as contributing towards
its development in certain geographical regions through
scholarship
focus

on

and

the

collaborations.

intersections

of

MentorEd

has

Education,

a

special

Gender,

and

Migration.

gisa.mentored@graduateinstitute.ch

MentorEd

@_mentored_

Macro-Development Research Initiative (MDRI)
We aim to research, analyze, debate, and disseminate
information

related

to

development

with

an

interdisciplinary perspective. We want to help develop the
professional and leadership skills and the human potential
of future young leaders through the research and analysis
of the social issues that are at hand today.

gisa.mdri@graduateinstitute.ch

themdri.wixsite.com/website/about-1

@The_MDRI
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@The_MDRI

Middle East and North Africa Initiative (MENA)
A student initiative at the Graduate Institute that provides
a platform for discussion and debate on the multiple and
complex transformations, conflicts and challenges in the
Middle East and North Africa region

gisa.mena@graduateinstitute.ch

@menainitiativegraduateinstitute

@menainitiative_iheid

menainitiative.wordpress.com/

Migration Initiative
We aim to catalyse student and community engagement
with

migrants

in

Geneva,

as

well

as

across

the

world

including places like Lesvos, Idomeni and Calais.

gisa.migrationinitiative@graduateinstitute.ch

@IHEIDMigrationInitiative

@gisa.migrationinitiative

migrationinitiative.ch
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Peacebuilding Initiative
As

an

initiative,

we

strive

to

deliver

authoritative

information from youth perspectives on issues relating to
the field, provide a network to facilitate the connection
between the youth and young professionals, and seek to
stimulate interest and awareness by co-creating a space
for learning as well as knowledge-sharing.

gisa.peacebuildinginitiative@graduateinstitute.ch

@peacebuildinginitiative.ch

@peacebuilding.initiative

@peace_geneva

Professional Development Committee
As a specialized committee of GISA, we support student
career development in a range of fields that incorporates
the career goals and aspirations of all Institute students,
and all career fields related to academic programs at the
Institute.

gisa.pdc@graduateinstitute.ch

@iheidpdc

@iheidpdc

GISA Professional Development Committee
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Queer International Student Assembly (QISA)
We

aim

to

create

a

safe

space,

foster

a

social

environment, and advocate for our LGBTQ+ students. We
host discussions and social events for LGBTQ+ community
members and allies.

gisa.qisa@graduateinstitute.ch

@GISA.QISA

@qisa_iheid
Queer International

qisa-iheid.org

Student Assembly (QISA)

Salsa Fever Initiative
Our

main

objective

is

not

only

to

learn

to

dance

this

amazing rhythm, but also to meet other students with the
same interest in dancing, to make new friends, and finally
to relax and have a break in the studies during the week!

romina.pezzot@graduateinstitute.ch

@IHEIDCERNSNF
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South East European Initiative (SEEI)
A

newly

created

initiative

aiming

to

promote

Southern,

Eastern and Southeastern Europe as unique regions.

gisa.seei@graduateinstitute.ch

@seei.iheid

@seei_iheid

Student Initiatives on Asia (SIA)
An initiative that caters to all students from Asia and those
who have a great interest in the Asian heritage, language,
and culture.

gisa.sia@graduateinstitute.ch

@studentasia
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@studentinitiativeonasia

The Technology & Security Initiative (TechSec)
The idea behind this initiative is to initiate conversations
about the domains of cybersecurity and governance. We
wish to bring about a youth perspective on these important
issues and also engage with various stakeholders and to
spread

awareness

through

dialogues

with

policymakers,

academics, and experts in the field, along with initiating
conversations about the concerns of the youth.

gisa.techsec@graduateinstitute.ch

@techsec.gisa

@techsec.gisa

The Water Initiative
We aim to raise awareness around water related issues
and

provide

students

and

young

professionals

with

information on research and career opportunities in the
field of water governance, water diplomacy and natural
resource management.

gisa.water@graduateinstitute.ch

@IHEIDWaterInitiative

@water.initiativeiheid

waterinitiative.wordpress.com
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Welfare Committee
We

are

a

student-led

initiative,

part

of

a

specialized

committee in the General Assembly, that aims to support
and advocate for the health and wellbeing of all students
at IHEID.

gisa.welfare@graduateinstitute.ch

@gisawelfare

@welfarecommittee_iheid

Women in Econ Léman
Women in Econ Léman is a joint initiative by PhD students
in economics from the Graduate Institute, the University of
Geneva, the University of Lausanne and EPFL. In the fall of
2019, we founded a local Women in Economics initiative.
Our main goal is to kick-off a broad conversation about
how systemic gender biases affect us as a community of
economic

researchers.

strengthen

our

local

We

network

also

aim

to

of

women

create

and

economists

by

means of: (i) our series of workshops in which we discuss
research and personal experiences on related topics and
(ii)

our

mentoring

program

matching

local

women

PhD

students with professors and (iii) other initiatives in the
making.

womeninecon.geneva@gmail.com

womenineconleman.com
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@WomenEconLeman

Where do I go if I have questions
or want to learn more?
If you have specific questions, do not hesitate to contact the initiatives, or
GISA, directly!

Where can I find events?
Many initiatives share their events directly - over their emails, social media
pages, and websites. However, GISA has begun developing a GISA shared
calendar to see many of the initiative and community events in one place.
The calendar can be found at

ourgisa.com/events.

Is GISA transparent?
GISA

works

to

be

especially

transparent,

especially

because

they

are

working directly with and for the student body. If you would like to find
information about GISA statutes, GISA budget, the annual working plan,
the annual report, or an overview of the General Assembly, check out

ourgisa.com/transparency.

What other support systems does GISA provide for students?
GISA provides many resources that are aimed at helping the students here
at IHEID, including: a New Student Guide, an Academic Support Team, the
Pen Pal Initiative, Mutual Aid/Peer Support, the Student Parent Guide, as
well

as

useful

contacts.

All

of

this

can

be

found

at

ourgisa.com/practical-info.
Furthermore, GISA provides many resources aimed at student wellbeing,
including

Mental

Health

Support,

Students

With

Disabilities,

Anti-

Harassment Support, and contacts to the Welfare Committee. All of this
can be found at

ourgisa.com/wellbeing.
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HEALTH
Wellbeing

Student Services hosts a

8h30

At IHEID
collective guided meditation

every

Tuesday

at

on "Letting go of worries" and "Cultivating gratitude, self confidence

and positiveness", among other themes. The sessions last for about 30
minutes. If you are interested,

please save it to your calendar via this

link and join at your convenience.

The Welfare Committee hosts

Zumba

every

Wednesday

from

18h00 to

19h00. If you are interested, please register here.

Student Services also recommends the following YouTube channels for

yoga: Claudia Seymour and Yoga with Adriene.

At UNIGE
UNIGE's Health and Social Services,

Pôle Santé,

offers two workshops this

semester to promote student wellbeing. More information

MINDFULNESS YOGA
offered in French and English
one cycle of 13 sessions costs CHF 130

SOPHROLOGIE
free
if interested, please register
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here

here.

Mental Health
At IHEID
The Student Wellbeing and Support Service is here to accompany you in
stressful situations or answer questions related to your security, health and
wellbeing. Together we will work to find solutions to your concerns. We
treat

all

disclosures

with

strict

confidence.

Please

email

student.support@graduateinstitute.ch for more information.

Also feel free to reach out to

Eliane Minassian-Kellermann, Deputy Head

of Student Services and Coordinator & Counselor Student Wellbeing and
Support Service at

eliane.minassian@graduateinstitute.ch and +41 (0)22

908 43 84.
PSYCHOLOGICAL SESSIONS
Students are offered two free orientation sessions per semester with a
psychologist (member of the Geneva Association of Psychologists, AGPsy)
at the Graduate Institute. Orientation sessions are 45 minutes long.

Sessions assess the student's concern(s) and facilitate further access to
psychological support at Pôle Santé or another institution according to
their needs.
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Make an

online appointment

with a psychologist on either

Tuesday

or

Thursday between 17:30 and 20:30. You will then receive a link to attend
your appointment. If you are unable to attend the meeting, please cancel
your appointment 24-hours in advance via the confirmation email.

No-

show appointments will be charged CHF 20.

Contact

specialaid@graduateinstitute.ch

to see if the Institute can help

by partially covering the costs associated with your treatment. Applicable
only to treatment lasting at least three sessions.

At UNIGE
At Pôle Santé, students can access the following resources:

PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTATION
First, you meet with a psychologist from the Health and Psychology
service and, during a few sessions, you assess your situation. At the end
of

the

assessment

interviews,

you

will

decide,

together

with

your

psychologist, whether to continue with psychotherapeutic follow-up.

Depending

on

the

reasons

for

your

consultation

and

your

financial

situation, we will offer you:
To direct you to external resources allowing a follow-up to meet
your needs.
To consult one of our psychotherapists for a psychotherapeutic
follow-up on the short, medium or long term.
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As the number of places for psychotherapeutic follow-up is
limited, priority is given to:
Students in financial difficulty.
Students who do not have good insurance coverage.

Consultations are available in
Each session costs

French, German, and English.

CHF 25

For more information, click

here.

PSYLINE
Counseling and psychological support telephone line

Respondents of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences
are ready to listen to you. Telephone appointments can be scheduled
with bilingual respondents.

Specifically trained in telephone support, and supervised by experts in
clinical psychology, the respondents will support you and refer you to
professionals or other structures if needed.

Available

Monday to Friday, 11h00 to 20h00

(excluding

public

holidays)

FREE

Call

+41 (0)22 379 92 00,

email

psyline@unige.ch,

or click

here

for

more information.
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LGBTQ+ in Geneva
Several LGBTQ+ organizations in the area offer peer support and support
groups, for those of us who would prefer LGBTQ+ resources:

ASSOCIATION360
Support groups available for:

TRANS*

Twice a month, we organized discussion and support groups

between trans * people, in a friendly and relaxed atmosphere

BIPAN+

Meet on the 3rd Friday of the month at 20h00

LGBTQ+ FAMILIES
future

parents

A meeting and sharing place for all parents and

concerned,

as

well

as

a

place

of

sharing

for

their

children in a setting of non-judgment, respect and confidentiality

HOTLINES
TRANS* +41 (0)22 732 03 60; WhatsApp texting +41 (0)78 322 34 60
Monday to Wednesday, 10h00-12h00 & 14h00-17h30
BIPAN+ +41 (0)79 632 70 48
association360.ch

Rue de la Navigation 36
1201 Geneva
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+41 (0)22 741 00 70

LE REFUGE GENEVE
Support groups available for:
"NEED A TRANS* HUG"
month;

Includes

discussions

and

theme

Meets on the
evenings,

sharing

of

1st and 3rd Thursday

films,

experiences

series,
are

discoveries,

of each

debates,

accompanied

by

good

things to nibble and drink!

LGBPQ

Structured similarly to the Trans* support group

refuge-geneve.ch

+41 (0)22 906 40 35

Rue de la Navigation 13
1201 Geneva

GROUPE SIDA GENEVE
Support groups available for HIV+:
Weekly

home

"open

house"

all

Wednesday

nights

from

19h00 to

21h30
Support group for

Monthly

women with AIDS, Saturday from 11h30 to 15h

support group for

month from

men with AIDS,

the

last Thursday

of the

17h00 to 20h00.

groupsida.ch

+41 (0)22 700 15 00

Rue du Grand-Pré 9
1202 Geneva
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CHECKPOINT
a

Dialogai

organization,

offers

psychological

counseling

and

psychotherapy for gay men and MLM couples

Also

possible

to

meet

the

workers

of

the

Checkpoints

(Outreach

Workers) in bars and clubs, sauna and sex clubs, during community
events such as parties or Prides or on digital spaces, in particular the
dating apps.

mycheckpoint.ch

Rue du Grand-Pré 9
1202 Geneva

+41 (0)22 906 40 30

geneve@mycheckpoint.ch

List of professionals also available at:
qisa-iheid.org/queercare

blues-out.ch/pages/liste_medecins.php

agnodice.ch/portail-professionnels/lecadre-legal-suisse/trouverprofessionnels-de-sante-transgenre/
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General Health

At HUG
Hôpitaux Universitaires Genève

(HUG)

offers

a

Student

Consultation

team, made up of general practitioners, is attached to the primary medical
service.

A

consultation

also

provides

easy

access

to

Geneva

hospital

network specialists. Consultations are available in French or English.

The medical team helps patients in particular to take charge of their health
in the following areas:
Preventive

medicine

(certificate

of

good

health,

check-up,

vaccinations, screenings, preparation for a trip, etc.)
General

Medicine

Pathologies

(Asthma,

Allergy,

Angina,

Sinusitis,

Urinary Tract Infections, Bone and Joint Disorders, Fatigue Assessment,
Weight Problems, Problems Related to Violence, Chronic Pathologies
such as Hypertension in Young People, etc.)
Sleep disorders, Anxiety, Stress management
Mental Health (depression, bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, etc.)
Eating Behavior Disorders (Anorexia, Bulimia, Binge Eating)
Sexual

and

reproductive

health

(contraception,

emergency

contraception, assessment of sexually transmitted infections, etc.)
Product intake: Tobacco, Alcohol, Cannabis, Ecstasy, Psychostimulants,
other products, Self-medication
Addictions to gambling, Internet, shopping
Any request for a complete medical check-up
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Consultations

are

CONTINUED

during

the

Coronavirus

epidemic.

Depending on the situation, they can be carried out face-to-face or by
telephone / videoconference.

Click

here to make an appointment.
+41 (0)79 553 56 57

LGBTQ+
For LGBTQ+ friendly physicians, please see the following links:
qisa-iheid.org/queercare

blues-out.ch/pages/liste_medecins.php

agnodice.ch/portail-professionnels/lecadre-legal-suisse/trouverprofessionnels-de-sante-transgenre/
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Sexual Health

Where can I go for a sexual health consultation?
SEXUAL HEALTH AND FAMILY PLANNING UNIT AT HUG
Open to all genders and bodies

Consultations are

confidential and free of charge

Make an appointment for:
Contraception / emergency contraception
FGM
Pregnancy tests/late periods
Difficulty conceiving
Pregnancy and birth
Prenatal diagnosis
Termination of pregnancy
Unplanned Pregnancy
Questions pertaining to sexuality in general
STIs/HIV/AIDs (for tests: see below)
Violence
Relationship and sexual problems
Couple’s consultations

For more information, please visit their

website.

+41 (0)22 372 55 00
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How can I find a gynecologist?
Below are two resources to help you find a gynecologist:

ADOPT UNE GYNECO
This website allows users to rate their gynecologists, and let others
know which gynecologists are queer/gay/trans-friendly, speak other
languages than French, etc.

However, there’s a shortage of gynecologists in Geneva, meaning many
don’t take new clients.

Be prepared to call quite a few.

For more information, please see their

website.

LESTIME
A lesbian and feminist association open to LGBTQ+ women

For sexual health consultations, email

lestime.ch

Rue de l'Industrie 5
1201 Geneva
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entre.nous.consult@gmail.com.

+41 (0)22 797 27 14

What are my reproductive rights?
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
Legal Framework
In general, possible until the 12th week after the first day of the last
periods (unless danger for mother)
Up to 7 weeks: Medical abortion (pills): either at home or at the
hospital)
Between week 7 and week 9: medical or surgical abortion
After week 9: surgical abortion

Please visit HUG's

page for more information on the options of medical

procedures.

Cost
Voluntary terminations of pregnancy are covered by basic health
insurance after deductible and co-pay (ie you pay 10% of the cost)

To make an appointment, call HUG's Gynecology Department at
+41 (0)22 372 44 00.
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Where do I get tested for STDs and STIs?
You

can

get

tested

anonymously.

Anonymous

tests

mean

that

your

information will not be stored at all. However, it does imply that you will
have to

pay upfront

for the test, as your insurance will de facto NOT be

notified.

You can get a doctor to

prescribe

reimbursed by your insurance
you will then have to

you the tests, which will make them

(depending on your deductible). However,

pay for the consultation with your doctor.

If you use and already have a

gynecologist,

it is easiest to ask them to do

your tests! Their assistants normally are able to do the tests themselves
which means you

do not need to pay full price for the consultation.

Call

them ahead of time and tell them you ONLY want to be tested for all

maladies sexuellement transmissibles.

As a student from the Graduate Institute, you can book online a meeting

free)

(

with Dr. Tiziana Farinelle of Pôle Santé

here.

She can give you a

voucher for a free HIV test with the HUG. However, the tests for other STIs
are not free but she can help you find the best option for you.
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OTHER OPTIONS
If you are a man under 25 years of age:
Sexual Health and Family Planning unit at HUG (see section V.C.1).

FREE
For more information, visit their

website.

If you are a man who has sex with other men:
Checkpoint Genève
Normally

with

Mondays,

from

appointments,

but

16h00 to 20h00,

walk-ins
and

are

Fridays,

available
from

on

12h00 to

16h00
Costs: HIV Test (CHF 60, or CHF 40 if under 26 years old)
Syphilis (CHF 10)

mycheckpoint.ch

Rue du Grand-Pré 9
1202 Geneva

+41 (0)22 906 40 30

geneve@mycheckpoint.ch

If you are a man who has sex with men, are trans, use psychoactive
products, a sex worker, or a migrant:
Association AIDES

Anonymous and free testing
HIV and STI testing, but ask beforehand if testing for STI as well
Nearby locations include Annemasse and Ferney-Voltaire

aides.org
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Annemasse
Walk-ins

available

on

Tuesdays

from

18h00 to 21h00.

Appointment needed for other times.

Ferney-Voltaire
Walk-ins available the

second Thursday

of every month, from

18h00 to 21h00. Appointment needed for other times.
@AIDES.Annemasse

11 Rue Paul Bert,
74100 Annemasse, France

+33 (0)60 110 20 09

annemasse@aides.org

For everyone:
HUG

Anonymous HIV tests
Other tests (Chlamydia, Syphilis, Hep A, B, and C) possible after
consultation

Cost: HIV (CHF 55); Other tests (CHF 100)
testvih.ch

Rue Gabrielle Perret-Gentil 4
1205 Geneva
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+41 (0)22 327 96 01

Groupe Sida Genève
Quick tests for HIV and Syphilis
Other STI tests available
Can be

Cost:

anonymous

HIV (CHF 50), Other tests (170 CHF), However, their prices

are flexible depending on the patient’s financial situation, upon
discussion with their in-house doctor

groupesida.ch/filrouge/

+41 (0)22 700 15 00

Rue du Grand-Pré 9
1202 Geneva

More information available at this

link.
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HARASSMENT
TRIGGER WARNING

The following information may be triggering to those who are sensitive
to sexual violence and harassment based on race, gender, etc. Please
proceed to page 56 if this is the case for you.

Please find all informations on the legal definitions of sexual harassment,
r*** and so on

here.

List of resources for different kind of harassment (external to IHEID) can be
found

here.

UNIGE's comprehensive list of legal documents can be found

here.

Consent
People, for various reasons, may not always feel entitled or comfortable to
say NO directly. Silence, staying still and other nonverbal cues may be signs
that your partner is not consenting to sexual activity. If the person is unable
to give you consent verbally (they may be asleep, or too drunk for instance),
it is not okay to initiate sexual activities with them

you consent beforehand.

even if they have given

Consent can also be withdrawn at any point

before or during sexual activities, so make sure to often check in
with your partner if they are okay and pay attention to

For more on consent, check out this
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video.

verbally

non-verbal cues.

Definitions
PSYCHOLOGICAL HARASSMENT / MOBBING
Can be considered as a "series of hostile comments or behaviours
that are repeated frequently over a relatively long period, with
which

one

or

several

people

try

to

marginalise

or

exclude

a

person".

SEXUAL HARASSMENT
"Sexual Harassment refers to all comments or actions of a sexual
nature or other behaviour related to a person's gender that are
unwanted by the person to whom they are directed, and which
adversely affect their well-being. Sexual harassment is a form of
discrimination."
Article 4 of the Swiss Federal Act on Gender Equality

SEXUAL ASSAULT
The term sexual assault refers to any sexual activity that occurs
without affirmative consent of the victim. Some forms of sexual
assault

include:

attempted

r*pe,

fondling

or

unwanted

sexual

touching, forcing a victim to perform sexual acts, penetration of
the victim's body, also known as r*pe. This list is not exhaustive of
what is sexual assault.
IHEID Community Definition

We deemed the Swiss definition of sexual assault to not be aligned with our values. To
view the legal definition, please click

here.
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Antenne-H
Antenne-H is the

anti-harassment unit

at IHEID. Guided by the Gender

Centre and Director of Human Resources, Antenne-H is a committee of
trained and dedicated individuals.

Services offered:
First point of contact for students and staff experiencing any form of
harassment
Support and guidance in confidentiality
Where possible/ needed, efforts will be made to resolve complaints
through informal or formal procedures.

Types of Harassment Addressed by Antenne-H:
Sexual harassment
Bullying
Victimisation
Invasion of privacy and stalking
Any

behaviour

who

creates

tension,

intimidation,

offensive environment

For more information, please see their
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website.

and

a

hostile/

CREATED BY ALEXA RAE BURK

Microaggressions
What is a microagression?

The subtle, everyday, often unintentional actions and sentences that
convey some sort of biases towards historically marginalised groups.
Despite being ‘small’ actions or behaviours, they do have a big impact
on people.

For more information, check out NPR's

article.

What to do if being called out for a microagression?

Don’t deny or invalidate that person’s experience. This is not a personal
attack, rather it is an opportunity to learn from your mistakes and
create

a

safer

understood.

community.

Avoid

repeating

Apologise

and

the

mistake,

same

show

that

think

you

have

about

other

similar things you do or say that could constitute microaggressions, and
avoid doing them too.

Real life examples that happened at the Institute are on the following
pages. Images are courtesy of Alexa Rae Burk.
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Antenne-H
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Centre Loi fédérale sur l’aide aux victimes d’infractions (LAVI)

centrelavi-ge.ch

Boulevard de Saint-Georges 72
1205 Genève

+41 (0)22 320 01 02

info@centrelavi-ge.ch

Association Viol-Secours

viol-secours.ch

Place des Charmilles 3
1203 Genève

+41 (0)22 345 20 20

info@viol-secours.ch

Self Defense Class for Women

femdochi.ch

RACISM
Centre Ecoute Contre le Racisme
Help and support (mediation, juridical help, psychosocial support)

Upon appointment only: Tuesday 14h00-17h00, Wednesday
10h00-12h00 & 14h00-18h00, & Thursday 10h00-12h00
c-ecr.ch

27 Boulevard Helvétique
1207 Genève
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+41 (0)22 736 20 00

contact@c-ecr.ch

HOW TO BE A GOOD ALLY
In general: Do not get defensive if you are being called out. If someone
tells you what you said or did made them uncomfortable, accept their truth.
We all make mistakes, and it's okay, as long as we learn from them. Being
called out doesn’t make you a jerk, not recognising your mistakes does.You
may not understand how or why your behaviour affected someone, but why
would

you

knowingly

uncomfortable?

Listen,

continue
apologise

making
briefly,

sit

people
with

around

your

you

discomfort,

feel
and

modify your behaviour accordingly.

LGBTQ+
(1) Don’t assume everyone’s straight!

Seems simple and easy but this

means that in conversation with friends, use gender neutral language when
referring to partners, until they let you know how they identify.

(2) Normalize all pronouns!

This includes introducing yourself with your

pronouns, adding pronouns to email signatures and social media, and using
gender neutral pronouns for others until they let you know what pronouns
they use.

(3) Do your own research! Not all of your LGBTQ+ peers are willing to take
on the burden of educating you about various topics, so just ask if they are
and, if not, do your own Googling.
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(4) Show up, but don’t be louder than your LGBTQ+ peers! We want you
to join us at marches and to use your privilege for good by calling out
straight and cisgender peers for offensive comments and discrimination,
but this isn’t your time to shine as an activist to post on Instagram about.

(5) Listen, really listen and believe!

Listen to your LGBTQ+ peers when

they talk about these issues and their experiences. This includes putting
aside your pride if an LGBTQ+ peer says something about your language or
behavior.

No one’s perfect and none of us expect you to be perfect.

But we do expect you to respect us and listen to us.
QISA

Feminist
(1) Fight the Patriarchy!

Being an ally requires calling out and fighting

patriarchal patterns of oppression against women, in particular, and of all
people, in general.

If someone is saying something derogatory or mean (EVEN IF ITS A JOKE)
about women, gender-nonconforming people or queer/LGBTQIA+ people,
or Black, Brown or Indigenous people in your presence (even if its a joke),
call it out - you can use humour or a simple ‘I feel uncomfortable because
you said xyz’.

(2) Fight toxic masculinity

- Allow yourself/boys/men to express their

feelings in a healthy and constructive way. Do not associate emotional
sensibility with femininity. Normalise emotions for all genders.
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Toxic masculinity: the norms of masculinity that dictate how a man should
act/be, which prevents men and boys from being their true selves. It does
not

mean

that

masculinity

itself

is

toxic,

but

that

certain

forms

of

masculinities are oppressive to men, boys, and everyone else! Examples:
‘boys don’t cry’ or ‘men should be breadwinners’ or ‘real men should be
independent’.

(3) Stop enabling r*pe culture with your silence.
INCLUDING JOKES),

harming behaviour (

Call out toxic and

and enable survivors' voices to

come forward.

(4) Respect the space.

As a feminist ally it is advised that you respect the

spaces where marginalised communities come together to get away from
patriarchal oppression.

(5) Get comfortable being uncomfortable.

Developing

psychological

standing requires a commitment to learning and advocating for gender
equity. Learning about the professional challenges of women may produce
feelings of self-shame or self-blame that cause anxiety. The solution is
more interaction and learning, not less.

(6)

When you are asked to do something (write an article, contribute to a

panel, or whatever it is that would be a nice addition to your CV/give you
visibility or is a paid opportunity) that you believe someone you know (a
woman/gender-nonconforming person, a member of the LGBTQIA+ or a
Black, Brown or Indigenous person) fulfill better,

connect that person with that opportunity.

swallow your pride and
The Feminist Collective
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Ally to People with Disabilities
The Graduate Institute has a formal process for determining if a student
should receive assistance with their coursework and assessments (extra
time, use of laptop, enlarged print, etc).

If you need accommodations email

James Sellaro

and

Eliane Minassian

with any information you have access to regarding the accommodations
you need and documents that may show the use of such accommodations
in the past.

(1) Listen to us. - Listening to what we have to say is one of the most basic
but important things you can do to support us and be a good ally to
disabled

people

and

the

community,

it

should

be

the

foundation

of

everything. Listen when we speak about ableism, accessibility, disability
rights, access to health and social care, disability benefits. Listen to it all.

(2) Share our content, lift our voices but don’t speak over us.-

Share

as much of what we put out as you can. Remember to never speak over us
though. Always prioritise a disabled voice over an abled voice when it
comes to disability issues and you can even be more specific than that. The
person with the experience is more often than not the most knowledgeable
one on that topic.

(3) Take time to educate yourself. Read our blogs, source our voices and
learn about what we have to say. If you get stuck on something then ask us
a question, but take some responsibility and do what you can yourself.
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Always be respectful though, if a disabled person tells you something that
you don’t agree with then remember that it affects the disabled person not
you so you don’t get to decide that you’re right.

(4) Advocate for disability rights.

- Okay, so you’ve done the research,

you’ve talked to actual disabled people and you’re more clued up than ever
when it comes to disability rights. Now you have to start speaking up, telling
people that we must do better. This is when you can share the content you
read, sending people in the direction of disabled voices so they can be
educated

as

well.

When

a

building

isn’t

accessible,

speak

up.

When

someone uses an ableist word, speak up. Don’t stay quiet when something
doesn’t seem right, it’s not down to disabled people alone to tackle these
problems. Take your lead from disabled people though because no one
knows how to advocate for disability rights better than an actual disabled
person.

(5) Encourage and work for inclusion in your own community.

- I can

guarantee you that there are disabled people within your community. Black
disabled people. Plus size disabled people. Trans disabled people. They
exist and you should be doing all you can to make your community more
welcoming and accessible to them. Disabled people who fit into several
different minority groups are often the most ignored, so change that. It’s
not just about physical barriers either, it’s attitudes that need changing as
well.
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(6) Be conscious of the language you use.

- Be aware of the language

you use and learn what the majority of disabled people prefer, and if
someone wants you to use a different word or phrase then do that. Be
aware of ableist words like ‘retarded’ and ‘crippled’, there are plenty of
alternatives that are easy to think of and use. Don’t use disability as a
metaphor
disabled,
decided

and
it’s
that

most

not
it’s

a

importantly
bad

bad.

word
Simply,

please

and

it’s

don’t
mostly

educate

be

scared

abled

yourself

on

of

people

the

word

who

have

disability

related

language..

(7) Stop with the inspiration porn and sensationalising our lives.

-

Please stop with the inspiration porn, it’s exhausting. Stop sensationalising
our day to day lives, are you really inspired by me getting out of bed? I
doubt it. Stop sharing the ‘girl asks disabled guy to prom, isn’t she an angel’
articles and memes, they are damaging.

(8) Remember that a wide range of disabilities exist, they aren’t all
physical or obvious. There are such a wide range of disabilities out there,
some are invisible, some aren’t even physical. Stop assuming that you know
what a disabled person looks like, because there isn’t a look.

(9) Make your content accessible.

Some ways can be to use alternative

text and image descriptions, caption your videos, avoid flashing or strobing
on screen, use readable fonts in which line and letter is spaced out well,
use strong color contrast between text and background, and use trigger
warnings.
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(10)

Most importantly, being an ally to disabled people does not mean that

you are taking charge or taking over. It’s all about learning and listening.

You have to base everything you do off of disabled people and what
they say. Consider accessibility and inclusion in everything you do.
Sources: Disability Advocates Shona Louise and Becca Wight

Anti-Racism
An addendum packet on how to be an anti-racist ally will be sent out
shortly. In the meantime, please refer to some resources below:

#DoTheWork by Rachel E. Cargle
White Allyship 101 by the Dismantle Collective
No White Saviors's podcast and blog
"Black Lives Matter is also a reckoning for foreign aid and international
NGOs" by Degan Ali & Marie-Rose Romain Murphy
Intersectional Feminist Foreign Policy and Adeso Webinar Series:

Part 1 &

Part 2

"Anti-racism in the aid sector: A call for all of us to act and accelerate
change as individuals, organisations and as a sector " by Andres Gomez De
La Torre
Recommended reading, listening and viewing in support of anti-racism

by

Journey to Justice
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SAFE SPACES
Antenne-H
Antenne-H is the

anti-harassment unit

at IHEID. Guided by the Gender

Centre and Director of Human Resources, Antenne-H is a committee of
trained and dedicated individuals.

Services offered:
First point of contact for students and staff experiencing any form of
harassment
Support and guidance in confidentiality
Where possible/ needed, efforts will be made to resolve complaints
through informal or formal procedures.

Types of Harassment Addressed by Antenne-H:
Sexual harassment
Bullying
Victimisation
Invasion of privacy and stalking
Any

behaviour

who

creates

tension,

intimidation,

offensive environment

For more information, please see their
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website.

and

a

hostile/

Feminist in Geneva

GREVE FEMINISTE GENEVE
Feminist

Collective

that

organises

events

and

encounters

to

push

forward ideas of equality, respect for all individuals, and stands against
sexism, patriarchal oppressions, and gender based violence.

Main goal: Feminist advocacy
info@grevefeministe-ge.ch

@GFgeneve

@grevefeministegeneve

grevefeministe-ge.ch

@FeministeGreve

LGBTQ+ in Geneva
ASSOCIATION 360
Working

towards

equality,

the

recognition

of

sexual

and

gender

diversity, the freedom of each person to define themselves and the
inclusion of tou.te.xs since 1998

Services available:

calendar of LGBTQ+ events in Switzerland, legal

information and advice, support groups and for Trans* and BiPan+
people, and various hotlines and individual counseling

association360.ch

+41 (0)22 741 00 70

Rue de la Navigation 36
1201 Geneva
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LESTIME
A lesbian and feminist association open to LGBTQ+ women

Services available: media library, film club, Cinéclub, that offers offer
films on lesbian, feminist, gender and queer themes, space for political
activism and social events, legal assistance

Also is a restaurant, bar, and club

Reception:
Tuesday and Wednesday from 12h00-18h00
Thursday from 15h00-18h00
Friday from 15h00-19h00
lestime.ch

+41 (0)22 797 27 14

Rue de l'Industrie 5
1201 Geneva

LE REFUGE GENEVE
A Dialogai service, open to those whose sexual orientation or gender
identity, whether affirmed or questioning, creates difficulties at school,
in society or within the family.

Services available:

direct

assistance

or

guidance

for

all

legal,

housing, health and socio-professional integration issues, temporary
accommodation, support group for Trans* and LGBTQ+ youth
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Reception and walk-ins welcome:

Monday to Friday from 13h00-20h00
refuge-geneve.ch

+41 (0)22 906 40 35

Rue de la Navigation 13
1201 Geneva
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Important Phone Numbers
AT THE INSTITUTE
Maison de la Paix Security Officer: +41 (0)22 908 5911
Grand Morillon Student Residence Security Officer: +41(0)79 339 13 41
Picciotto Student Residence Security Officer: +41 (0) 79 339 13 41
IHEID Security Director Zordi (24/7) : +41 (0)76 634 17 92 or 5911 (internal)

All emergencies: 112
Fire Service: 118
Medical Emergences | Ambulance: 144
Poisoning | Toxicological Information Center: 145
Emergency service at HUG (24/7): +41 (0)22 372 81 20, website
"Helping Hand" Counseling Helpline | la Main Tendue (in French only): 143
Child/Youth Helpline: 147
Police: 117
Home Consultation Service
Genève-médecins (24/7): +41 22 754 54 54, website
SOS médecins (24/7): +41 22 748 49 50, website
Dental Emergencies: website
Pharmacy (24/7): +41 (0)22 808 00 18, website

Psych Emergencies at HUG (24/7): +41 (0)22 372 81 20 or +41 (0)22 372 38 62, website
Domestic Violence Emergency Helpline (24/7): +41 (0)84 011 01 10
Association360 Hotlines
Trans*: +41 (0)22 732 03 60; +41 (0)78 322 34 60 for WhatsApp texting
Monday-Wednesday during 10h00-12h00 & 14h00-17h30

BiPan+: +41 (0)79 632 70 48

